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Update on the subcontracting reform initiative

On December 9, 2020, the federal government, the 
majority of trade associations, and the unions issued a 
press conference in which they agreed to the following:

 » Solve the abuse in personnel subcontracting 
services. All employers must immediately start the 
process of regularizing their workforce, according 
to the bill.

 » Profit sharing has been not been sufficiently 
addressed, nor socially debated. A period is 
necessary to determine a mechanism for profit 
sharing that would be fair and equitable, and 
avoid discretionary payment.  

 » Request the Congress to postpone the legislative 
discussion to the next ordinary session, which 
starts in February 2021.

 » The bill will be considered preferential, which, 
as opposed to a regular bill, has to be discussed 
and approved within 30 days.  

 » Payroll processing companies are banned from 
performing irregular activities, such as the massive 
termination of employees in December 2020. 

The Mexican Social Security Institute and the 
Tax Administration Service will initiate criminal 
actions against these acts.  

 » No other changes to the current bill were announced.  

 » The reform in subcontracting matters would come 
into force the day after the bill is approved and 
published in the Official Gazette of the Federation 
as for labor matters and social security, but there 
is no clear indication as to when the tax obligations 
come into effect.

This newsletter was jointly prepared by  Alfredo 
Kupfer Domínguez (akupfer@sanchezdevanny.com), 
David Puente Tostado (dpt@sanchezdevanny.com), 
Guillermo Villaseñor Tadeo (gvillasenor@sanchezdevanny.
com), Luis Antonio Gonzalez Flores (luis.gonzalez@
sanchezdevanny.com),  Fermin Lecumberri Cano 
(flecumberri@sanchezdevanny.com) y Eduardo Barreira-
Reynoso Monterrubio (ebreynoso@sanchezdevanny.
com).
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Sánchez Devanny refers to Sánchez-Devanny Eseverri, S.C., a leading Mexican law firm that provides full-service legal advice both to Mexican and international clients.

This publication contains general information only and is just for informative purposes. Sánchez Devanny is  not  rendering legal advice or  services by  means of  this publication. To obtain legal advice or services 
and before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your business you should consult a qualified professional advisor.

Sánchez Devanny provides legal services in the areas of Corporate and M&A; Corporate and Project Finance; International Trade and Customs; Real Estate, Infrastructure and Hospitality; Tax; Labor, Social Security 
and Immigration; Corporate Governance and Regulatory Compliance; Energy, Natural Resources and Environmental; Life Sciences; Intellectual Property, Entertainment and Sports Law; Litigation and  Alternative 
Dispute Resolution; Antitrust; Financial Institutions and  Services; Private Wealth Management and Estate Planning and Data Privacy and Information Technology to both public and private clients, especially in the 
automotive, retail, pharmaceutical, manufacturing, real estate and energy industries.

Sánchez Devanny is a leading Mexican law firm that provides full-service legal advice both to Mexican and 
international clients.

We build enduring client relationships because we make every effort to understand our clients’ businesses and 
expectations, to serve as an ally, and to provide complete, accessible and personalized advice.
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